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ABSTRACT All Combinations

Ibis is the first of two papers summarizing the use of elec- 0
trical impedance excitationtmeasurement for producing cross 0
sectional images of the distribution of insulating media im- 0 0,
bedded in conducting media. This computed tornographic ap- en
proach finds the distribution of electrical properties of an elec-
tric field which minimizes in the least squares sense the
difference between measured and computed boundary re-
sponse to excitation. In this paper we briefly review the basic All Combinations
analytical methods developed for this system. We then extend
these methods to three dimensions, add a method for precondi- Figure 1. Concept of impedance imaging.
tioning voltages forerror correction, describe methods for opti-
mizing the resolution of a target by providing optimal excita- electrical resistivity and permittivity of water and vaporare sig-
tion patterns and then describe the overall numerical sensitivity. nificantly different so that, in theory at least, both capacitive
The second paper then demonstrates the ability of this system reactance and conductive admittance could be utilized for
to image multiple, separate, differently-sized two-dimension- imaging. Note that we are not using heuristic methods. Rather,
al or three--dimensional targets with demonstrated linear sensi- the full nonlinear equation describing the electrical potential
tivity of over 30:1 with maximum possible linear sensitivity of field is solved numerically. Thus, no assumptions of behavior
one part in 1300 based on our ability to distinguish variations with phase distribution are required. We describe herein and in
from a homogeneous background. the companion paper which delineates experimental results a

series of innovations which we believe testthe limits of capabil-
1. CONCEPT ity of electrical impedance imaging and provide a benchmark

against which later, high-speed results may be compared.
The concept of impedance imaging is relatively straight-

forward. Avolume of aliquid-vaporflow is excitedelectrically Inpractice, we found itquite difficultto measurethecapac-
through means of boundary electrodes (Fig. 1). The response is itive reactance accurately in our development systems. As a re-
measured and the internal distribution of electrical properties sult, we chose to use purely resistive methods initially and re-
is determined which best matches the measured response. This visit reactance methods at a later date, thereby limiting the
is termed an inverse problem since it is directly inverse to the present system to conductive fields. Since the methods we have
forward problem where the field properties and boundary applied are mostly unique in the field, they will be described in
conditions are known and the electrical field is computed. Both some detail to demonstrate the stateOfOUTcapabilities. We have
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previously given a detailed summary of work in this field (Lin These developments allow imaging data to be obtained and

et al. I Lin and Jones 2] Jones etal. 3]). Nevertheless, some images to be computed with a minimum of experimental and

of the dtail presentedpreviously will be summarized herein for numerical effort.

completeness.
Additionaldevelopments whichhavehadan importantand

2. OVERVIEW enabling effect on our ability to image multi-sized binary tar-
gets in homogeneous media involve

'There have been a nurnbcr of major modding innovations
required to achieve reasonable success in imaging of binal), 0 The use of multiply-excited, plate eectrodes for signifi-

mixtures (mixtures having basically two, widely disparate val- cantly increased sensitivity;

ues of electrical properties). These include:
0 Determination of error variation with fluid conductivity

• Development of the basic finite element model required to and demonstration of lack of contact impedance efect on

obtain and utilize the Jacobian sensitivity matrix) which the data;

allows element conductivities to be perturbed in a manner
which decreases the overall error between computed and 0 Use of incomplete measurement sequences combined with

measured response to the boundary excitation, and to con- Walsh-function boundary excitation to minimize the ac-

verge to a minimum error; quisition effort and demonstrate methods which will be
utilized in high-speed imaging;

• Direct computation of the Hessian matrix rather than indi- 0 Use of eigenvalues of conductance difference matrices to

rectly through the Jacobian resulting in an order-of-mag- detennine the potential resolution of any impedance imag-
nitude savings in computer storage; ing system;

• A block decomposition model which reduced the com- 0 Differential filtering of argets of varying sensitivity to al-
putational times by three orders of magnitude thus making low simultaneous imaging of multiple targets of differing
iterative convergence to an overall conductivity distribu- size and location.
tion practical for large numbers of images such as would be

required for real-time synthesis of interfacial structure. The companion paper describes these experimental meth-

These are the basic methods utilized and were described in ods developed and presents results showing curability to image

detail in the 1992 Japan-U.S. meeting 4] and so will only be multiple, differently sized, two- and three-dimensional resis-

summarized in this paper. Additional mthods summarized tive elements in a conducting, homogeneous field with demon-

herein include: strable resolution of better than 130 and distinguishability
shown for sizes at least as small as 160.

• Layer reduction for computation of unexcited three-di- 3. BASIC TWO-DIMENSIONAL METHODS
mensional image layers by simple and small extension of

two-dimensional inversion thereby real images possible; Our initial intent was to develop a full three-dimensional

finite element model. We quickly determined this approach to
• Preconditioning voltage conversion which enabled us to be impractical due to the huge computational resources which

make experimental subspace corrections between FEM- grew as the 33 power of the number of elements in the model.

computed boundary potentials and measurements so as to Our original two-dimensional computations required 210-40 it-

account for such anomalies as residual three-dimensional erations to converge at the expense of several hours of comput-

field effects, discreteness in the model, errors in construct- er time using the Institute's IBM 3090D when just 16 x 16 ele-

ing the test geometry relative to the design, etc. ments were utilized. Our original goal of imaging ith 32

electrodes a field with 496 elements and 496 linearly indepen-
• Determining the numerical sensitivity as affected by the dent excitations would have required hours of computer time

number of elements in the finite element model and the and hundreds of megabytes of storage requirements for a single

limits of contrast sensitivity in the model. image on a Cray Y-MP computer. The following sections out-

line a basic method for two-dimensional imaging which is both

• Determining the boundary excitation patterns which opti- quick and practical, and can be accomplished easily or a work

mize the resolution of the imaging system station-sized system.
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3.1 Finite element model. 103

The problem of solving the electrical property a in a do-

main 2 is governed by the differential equation of the form:

- V = in Q, 100

with the boundary conditions

L1J 1 -
WJ, on W, 0 Rin

an (2) Annula
0 on D�. 10-6

Arbitrary

variable 0 represents the electrical potential field, and the

complex conductivity is a combination of the conductivity and

the pertnittivity given by 6 = cr + jwe, wherew, is the angular I or-9
frequency of the electrical field. In Eq. 2), n denotes the out- 1 0 100

ward normal vector on the surface aD (aQU 8Qh), bounding Iteration Number

thedomainofinterestg, while fland 12h represeritthesurface Figure 2 Global error for the three patterns tested.

of the electrodes and homogeneous zones of the Neumann

boundary condition respectively. Here J, denotes the current value Christie et al., [ 1 8) and Liu et al. 19]). Overcoming the

density vector on the surface of electrodes. problem is often computationally expensive.

Over a period of years, the finite element method was pio- The equivalent network of field equations satisfying
neered by Yorkey, Webster and Tompkins and is termed herein Kirchhoff's law is
the YWT-method (Yorkey, (51 Yorkey and Webster, 6] and

Yorkey, Webster, and Tompkins 7-10), Kim, Tompkins, and YN.VVN.P CftP (3)
Webster I 12]). Their results appear singularly successful in

inversion of carefully-chosen numerical experiments, but a re- where Y is the admittance matrix, V is the voltage matrix, and

curring criticism (c.f. Kohn and McKenncy [ 1 3]) is that their C is the current matrix. Also, N is the number of total nodes, M

variations in conductivity were carefully chosen to be aligned is the number of total elements and P is the number of total cur-

with model cell boundaries. We have built upon their basic rent excitations, and the matrix subscripts represent the sizes of

method. the matrices. Following the YVVT-method, we define an error

function 
Uniqueness of the piecewise analytic solution of Eq. (1)

subject to (2) for conductivity was established in 1985 by Kohn 0(a) V(q)-VJrLf W-V.] (4)
and Vogelius [ 1 4]. Later, Sylvester and Uhlmann demonstrated 2

uniqueness for a continuous conductivity distribution (151 with V, andfla), the measured and the computed electrode

whereas Isakov proved uniqueness for the case where the con- voltages respectively for a resistivity distribution cr, and Tde-
ductivity was discontinuous[16]. notes transpose of a matrix. The variations in the conductivity

To solve the problem of Eqs. (1) and 2), it is necessary to which dve the error monotonically towards a guaranteed

obtain a numerical simulation of 0 by by some numerical ap- minimum are given by

proach such as finite difference or finite--element methods. The

exponential or exact numerical scheme developed by Baliga (5)

and Patankar [ 1 7] is used in finite element form. Ibis method Fig.2showsthatintermittentupdatingcausesjumpsintheerror

is known for obtaining solutions which eliminate effects of function which would otherwise decrease monotonically.
false diffusion in finiteelement computations. Numerical solu-

tions of the resultingset of algebraicequation aredifficultito ob- 3.2 Effect of noose,
tain because of a numerical instability wich occurs when the

first derivative term in the equation, V0, dominates the trans- Early reports indicated that slight amounts of noise could

port of 0 by diffusion. The problem shows up as unrealistic os- completely destroy an image. However, we found this not to be

cillatory solutions whenever the mesh size exceeds a critical the case. Even if there is quite high noise in the measured
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boundarv values and the converged error becomes also large, Exponential shape functions are utilized consistent with

the requirement for a general solution to Poisson's euation

Fig 3 binary patterns are still easily recognized as seen in Fig given in Eq. (1). As indicated in Baliga and Patankar [ 7] and

4. Ramadhyani and Patankar 20], the two-dimensional problem

3.3 Direct computation ofthe Hessian matrix. can be solved by using one-dimensional solutions. Experimen-

tal subspace corrections may be later used to improve accuracy.

The majority of computational effort is involved with the Tbus, we seek a solution to the one-dimensional problem

Jacobian a full matrix, and subsequently the Hessian, defined de + a do

as We have foun d that i t i s unnecessary to calculate d,2 a dX (9)

the former and that the latter can be determined in its absence

as which is

EP

ul)�i.j" i"i j1.j (6) O(X = D, + D f _ f'-'-dx, (I 0)

where the Jacobian element is given by where p(x) =_ crjcr and where Do and DI are integration

JEP�M 1j, EP.1' J2 EP.1' (7) constants.

The derivation for a constant px), element conductivity

where shape function, px, yields a simple result which, when extended

to two dimensions becomes (Jones et al. 3])

J� ITranvp-Fp[vec(-Y-,�.8yv-VV.P),,,Pl,,,,I (8)
W au� O(xy = C, + CeP- + Cn + Ce�'-`PY-Y).

FP I

Here, r is the direction ofgradc, r, and is the direction which

which is the derivative of one matrix with respect to another. is normal to this direction. Both x and are Cartesian coordi-

nates.

3.4 Block decomM. ition.

Use of this result yields conductivities which are onstant

We developed the concept of block decomposition to im- on straight line characteristics as seen in Fig 6 Ts is nota dif-

prove our computational efficiency by more than three orders ficulty when rectangular shapes are imaged but proves to be a

of magnitude. The concept is simple: iteratively solve for the difficulty with curved surfaces when the shapes become small.

best conductivity distribution in the least-squares sense for a

few number of elements, then decompose each element as A better result is obtained by allowing the conductivity

shown in Fia. 5 in terms ofshape functions for both the field po- field to take on exponentially biquadratic shapes. These have

tential and the conductivity distribution. In doing this we must the potential to simulate circular, elliptic, parabolic or hyper-

strike a balance between appropriate resolution and imaging bolic surfaces which divide regions of significantly dffering

accuracy and computational resource savings. conductivity. We thus let
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(a) (b) 8 X 16 16

resistive conductive Conducting Insulating

Figure 6 Rod electrode results with 8x8 linear exponential conduc- Figure 7 Plate electrode results for a circular insulator at the center
tivity block decomposition and fiftering: (a) x 5 cm square insula- with biquadratic block decomposition and iltering to Oeld same
tor, area in both cases. (a) results with 8 x 8 primary model; (b) 16 x 16
(b) 8.9-cm diameter circular insulator target. primary model. Liquid Conductivity 50,uS/cm

PW = 9 + 2XI (12) '[1-H(x)] [1-H(y)] = 
H(x) [1-H(y)] J. = 2

Nj H(x) H(y) for j = 3 .(18)
whereat and g2 are coefficients.Ibe potential shape function I -H(x) H(y) j 4.
in one dimension becomes

0(.x = Q + IVX), (13) From these results, the admittance matrix entries, ,, may be
calculated for the local elements

where

ferf [(x)) g > rij aVN - N, dV (19)

TPW for 92 texpl-gzxl (14)
D[r(x)]etl�12 92 < This leads directly to Eq. 3). We thus solve for the voltage dis-

tribution with the given boundary current measurements and
where D(x) is Dawson's integral and where rx) s(x-x,) with the distribution. We use a uniform conductivity field to start

the problem but this could be replaced by a etter estimate
s = ig, , and x, 91 (15) based on some knowledge base. Results are seen in Fig. 7 to be

2gz slightly improved for the 8 x 8 model (Fig. 6 and that the 16 x
16 model was much better than those using a linear-exponen-

This may be extended to two dimensions to match potentials, tial conductivity model.
Vil at four comer nodes, 14, of our element. We let

3.5 Subspace decomposition.
4

0(X, ) NjV, (16) Once the computations for any given iteration have been

undertaken, we have a conductivity field which is, in effect,
with N = N(x, y, r n), and Vj being the comer-node potentials piecewise constant having a value of r(,,, which may be differ-
for the element. If we define from Eq. 14) ent for each of the major ij elements (81 elements for a 9 x 9

element model). A cubic spline distribution is also available
H(u) = ?P(U)-P(Ul) (17) which exactly matches the major element and subspace ele-

'P(U2)-V)(U 0 ment conductivity values obtained in the previous iteration
(with the exception of the first few iterations where special

then the result becomes (Jin 2 methods are used to start the problem).
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The conductivity values are now assumed to vary exponentially 4.1 Layer Modc-
in two directions in each major element according to a biqua- Three-dimensional square test geometries using rod or
dratic rule given by, place electrodes, and their computational finite element grids

are shown in Fig. 8. In this case, the electric current flux is not
a = ,exph(xy) (20) two-dimensional Te magnitude of the three-dimensional

distortion varies with the length f the electrodes in relation to

where the dimensions of the test cell. If the length L decreases, the
amount of current leakage out of the scan plane will increase

a, x _ X2 + a2(x - x,,) + causing loss of sensitivity and inaccuracy in modeling using

h(.x, y) b,(y - yo)2 + b2(y - ya) (21) 2-D methods.
Figure 9 shows how the electrical current streamliner are

formed when two electrodes are excited in a three-dimensional
The subscript-0 coordinate values are center coordinates for conductive medium. If the size of the each electrode is L then
each of the major elements. The conductivity thus tends to the we can consider a "uniform-flux" region U whose thickness is
computed value a, at the center of each major element. d and is less than the size of the electrodes d < L). The relative

size of the uniform flux region depends on the ratio d1L. In the
The values of the exponential biquadratic coefficients for the point electrode case, for example, this size vanishes and the en-
current iteration are determined to give a least squares mini- tire current flux leaks in the nonuniform current region NU. For
mum error fit to the spline conductivity distribution from the electrodes which are much larger than the maximum electrode
previous iteration. This forces the shape to be lagged one itera- gap in the phantom, the leakage flux can be assumed negligible,
tive step but allows current central conductivities of each maj or and the problem may be considered as two-dimensional.

element to match the value for the current iteration. In this re- We therefore divide the three-dimensional phantorn do-
spect, the resultant biquadratic exponential shape is a hybrid main into two parts (Fig. 8). One of these is represented by thin
between current and one-step lagged values. layers of three-dimensional rectangular brick elements, each of

Conductivities are then computed for each of the subspace ele- which has the current density varying in the z-direction but no
excitation. The other is represented by two-dimensional, ex-

ments in the overall rriodel using Es. 20) and 21). Note that cited square elements which have only variation of the electri-
only the central subspace element (always a 3 x 3 subspace) in cal current flux in x-y plane at the electrode level. The result is
each major element has a value of a. which matches the current a three-Aimensional model from which we can obtain theover-
iteration. The spline fit is then updated by evaluating the con- all admittance matrix.
ductivity at the center of each subspace element from the expo-
nential function and using these values to determine the spline 4.2 Layer Reduction
coeff icients. For display purposes, conductivity is always com- 'Me admittance matrix includes some nodes which are not
puted from the spline fit using a 128 x 128 overlay to the basic involved in two-dimensional scanning. These may be perma-
model. nently removed from the algebraic equations by the "Kron re-

duction" technique (Kron 22, 23]).

4. THREE DIMENSIONAL EXTENSION TO THE Let the layers be numbered as from I to m, starting with the
2-D MODEL first layerright abovethe theelectrodeplanetothetopmostane,

We cannot model three-dimensional structures directly and from I to n starting with the one right below the electrode
due to the unacceptable computational overhead. For instance, plane to the the last one at the bottom. The basic idea of the ad-
a 3-D extension of an x 8 2-D mdel with eight layers (8 x mittance network reduction technique is to start with the out-

most layers m and n and recursively collapse the layers onto the
8 x 8) would increase the computational resource requirements previous layers [(m-I)th and (n-I)th layers] until nothing is left
(storage, cpu time, etc.) by almost a factor of 1000 while a but the (approximately) uniform central layer.
16-layer 16 x 16 model would increase by almost I 0,000--fold.
On the other hand, we note that the 3-D model would utilize a Before the reduction technique is applied, the admittance
single, excited layer with adjacent, unexcited layers to account matrix is a very sparse band matrix with dimensions N(m +.n+l)
for the three-dimensionality of both the field potential and the x N(m+n+l). After collapsing all the layers on the electrode
heterogeneities in the media itself. We have found that these ad- plane we obtain a smaller but fuller Nx N matrix. However, the
jacent layers may be folded into the excited layer and the whole off-diagonal terms representing the farthest nodes are weak in
problem solved in a two--dimensional space. relation to the main eigenvalues of the mtrix.
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Figure 8. Three-dimensional test geometry models and their computational grid structures with rectangular brick-element ayers.(a) rod-elec-
trode model; b) plate-electrode model.

81 1-4ayer
Network

5 61

psed
�7 9 Network

Fi�urelO.Collapseofathree-dimensionalnetworkinto Figure 11. Neighboring elements

1 2 3 a planar network. around the element-4.

nodal current equation and the admittance network for
a two-layeradmittancc network with both nonuniform and uni-
form flux regions are written in the form of a symmetric block
matrix

yD + yD D
I Y" 2 0 (V,

D D y3D
11 Y3 2 2 (V2) 0) (22)U Y2 2 2 1D (VA 0
0 y3D Y3

z 21 22

L .0 d ne vector VI includes the potentials of the nodes in the "uni-

t form flux" region U, and V2 and V3 include the potentials of the

Figure 9 Streamlines of electric current when two opposite nodes in the layer interfaces. Indices 2D and 3D denote the
electrodes are excited. two-dimensional and three-dimensional admittance networks

respectively. The diagonal and off-diagonal block matrices are
the self and mutual admittance matrices. In tis case, the com-
plete reduction of the nodes of the layers requires a two-step

Figure IO shows a three-dimensional admittance network Kron reduction yielding
layer before and after collapsing onto a lower layer. This yields

a planar admittance network in which the prime-numbeTed y3 = y2D D _y -ly3D]-' ID. (23)+ y y3D y3y3D [2 'D y2nodes are eliminated. 1� 12 22 12 22 1 1
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We then apply the method recursively to more than two layers 3.

by eliminating outer layers in a similar manner. Homogeneous Field

2.5
As part of the Newton-Raphson iterative scheme, the Hes-

sian matrix required differentiation of the admittance matrix in 2.0 cm,
terms of the element conductivities. In forming this matrix, we

know that variations in electrical flux in a given element are in- 1.5

sensitive to distant variations in conductivity.Merefore, we as-

sume that small perturbations of the conductivity in the ele-
1.0ment-i only affect its immediate neighbors (Fig. I ). We thus - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --

assume the derivative elements of the matrix vanish except for cc
those corresponding to the adjacent nodes of any given ele- 0.5 (7min

ment.
0

Afteradding te first layer, the derivative of the admittance 0 1 2 3 4

matrix of the planar network is approximated by taking the first Number of layers
partial derivative of the admittance matrix with respect to the

conductivity of the element-i resulting in Figure 12. Reduction in the anomalous conductivity variations com-

puted as the number of 3-1) layers increases.
.9), = [,rl Y31 'Y11(y,

" _ � '.] Y,
,I

8ori car aci 010i (24) Recall the finite element matrix equation. We shall write

y:,11 21 this with different nomenclature to indicate either computed or
aor, 21 2[_ 112L fl 8ai measure elements:

Equation 24) can be simplified by taking advantage of sparsity Yf C, computed;

and symmetry. We just store the non-zero entries of a yIDlaai rV C, measured. (25)
in a small array (say 16 x 16) This simplification not only saves

CPUtimeinthecalculationsfor ay3l/aaibutalsosignificandy NotethatthevalueofCisidenticalinbothcasessinceboundary

reduces the effort of the computation of the Hessian matrix by currents are the measured values. We then premultiply by the

eliminating the floating point arithmetic operations on numbers inverse of the admittance matrix to obtain

with negligibly small magnitudes.

f = Y-'C, computed; (26)

In virtually all computations there are anomalous varia- Y-'1`V = Y-'C, measured.

tions in conductivity due to the finiteness of the model and 3-1)
effects in the electrical field which are not taken into account, Since the current matrix is comprised of the measured values

among others. The effect of three-dimensional layering is to re- in each case, we can let

duce these variations thereby presenting a more accurate pic-
ture of the actual case. Figure 12 shows that these variations de- f = Y- Irv = Y-1r)v = AV (27)

crease as layers are added but for the homogeneous case little where the matrix A is defined by comparison.
effect is seen when more than three layers are used. Each case

will be different. Now if both computations and experiments are reasonably

accurate, A should be very stiff-close to an identity rnatrix,
5. PRECONDITIONED VOLTAGE CONVERSION and should notchange significantly withchanging conductivity

distributions. However, since the A-matrix would have ele-

'Mere are a number of features which can not be modeled ments which relate to both internal nodes and boundary no-des,

exactly without prohibitive computational cost. "Precondi- and since we do not know the actual values of internal node

tioned voltage conversion" (PVC) is a method we have devel- voltages, we can not solve directly for all elements in A. We

oped to mitigate the effects of such errors. This method is simi- may, however, solve for the elements of the preconditioning

lar to the theory of space decomposition and subspace matrix which apply to the boundary alone. quation 27) may

correction applied b Xu 241. be written more explicitly as
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-a,, 0 . . . 0 0 0 0 0 0 V, 11 oi'j) V�w�'J) II
f2 0 all 0 0 0 0 -0 0 V2 d(a, a2J) (29)

0 0 . . . a 0 0 VE (28) where denotes an L norm defined as

fE I 0 0 0 aK1 0 VE I
1/2

fm 0 0 . . . 0 0 CINN Ilf 1 !f 12 dA (30)

where KK represents the start of the internal nodes, E 1. Each with f being any function defined on S. This means that if there
of the diagonal elements in the matrix are close to unity if the is a certain measurement accuracy E, and if the L2 norm of the
experiment-model combination is accurate. As a result, we
may solve for each of the diagonal values from all to aEE current vector is unity, then the difference between two conduc-
corresponding to all the boundary electrode measurements, set tivities o,, and cr2 may be "distinguished" so long as d > E.

each of the other diaaonal values to zero. We thus assume that
we can obtain A from suitable reference experiments and use 6.2 Excitation by a Current Source

the resultant A-matrix as a subspace corrector for each In this case, current is applied to the boundary and the volt-
subsequent boundary measurement. To the extent that the age response is measured. The current-voltage relationship is
elements are insensitive to internal conductivity distributions,

these elements may be expected to correct boundary voltage RExE CEXP = VExP, (31)
measurements to compensate for all errors in the experiment:
measurement, construction, modeling, numerical, etc. Mus,
the "preconditioned" voltage vector, V =_ AV is, in the ideal where R. denotes the phantom resistance matrix, C, includes
case, identical with that which would have been measured had excitation currents injected into the electrodes, and V, includes
all errors been eliminated and is computed before image the measured potentials on the electrodes. In terms of homogc-
iteration is undertaken. neous and target cases (superscripts h and )

6. DISTINGUISHABILITY R' C = V and R, C = V. (32)P

Because of the orders of magnitude variation in the eigen- The voltage change on the electrodes is

values of the Hessian matrix, difficulties are ikely in correctly A V = V' - V = R - R'] C = ARP C, (33)
imaging small-sized objects in regions farthest away from the P

boundary electrodes. We will review the concept of distin- Thus, the distinguishability for current excitation, is expressed
guishability first presented by Isaacson 25] which will allow for discrete case of Eq. 29 by
us to provide amethod to increase our ability to image small tar-

gets in insensitive regions of the field. IJA V, 1 = AR, C, 11 11 AR, 11 11 C, 11

d, II C, C, C, (34,
6.1 Definition

so that
If an object is inserted into a phantom, the boundary re-

sponse to the applied excitation varies depending on where the d� 11 AR, (35)

object is placed. Measurement error plays an important role in
the resolution of the image denoted by boundary changes 'Me In our case, weexcite the system using a voltage source and

inserted object is called to be "distinguishable" if boundary re- so wish to extend the concept for this situation.

sponse exceeds the noise level in the system. 6.3 Excitation by a Voltage Source

The concept of distinguishability was defined in a vector For voltage excitation in terms of the conductance ma-

norm notation by Isaacson 25) as the ratio of the norm of the tiixGp we have in like manner
differences between two boundary responses to the norm of the

excitation source. In the case of current source excitation, let j GExE VExP = CExP, (36)
be the applied current density on the boundary, and VI and V,

be the boundary responses for conductivity distributions a, and Performing similar operations as we did for the current excita-

a2l then the distinguishability is expressed as tion case, distinguishability may be written as
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V RME V algebraically obtained from the acquired electrode currents and
voltages. By identifying the reference electrode in Eq. 40) and

PE multiplying both sides of this equation by the transposed elec-

V . Rm.i V trode current matrix, the phantom resistance matrix is calcu-
lated by

Rp (s) R,(a = V C [ C",]-,. (41)

V Rm,2 V Sincethephantomresistancematrixhasarankof E - ,
CTiS -the symmetric matrix product C; I made invertible by set

V PM, ting the diagonal entry to I on the row number associated withS 1 e
the selected reference electrode number, thereby allowing the
phantom resistance to be determined. Computation of the phan-

Figure 13. Measurement schematic. tom resistance matrix allows comparison of computed and
ELECTRODE measured resistance for homogeneous conditions.

6.5 CornRutation of Eigerivectors

d = !Oil AG, V AG, VI (37) The phantom resistance and conductance matrices are
11 VI VI VI symmetric and self-adjoint. They are calculated from the ap-

so that plied Walsh pattern excitations and then differentiated to obtain
the distinguishability matrix, D JR, or AG,). The eigenva-

d. :s 11 AG, (38) lues and eigenvectors of the distinguishability matrix are com-
puted by singular value decomposition (SVD as

6.4 Phantom Resistivigy Matrix
D = 'Z VT (42)

The schematic of the electrode system is shown in Fig. 13.
'Me current values of each electrode are measured through a where U and V are orthonormal matrices and is a diagonal
calibrated series resistor. The relationship between the applied matrix whose diagonal entries include the squared eigenvalues
voltages and the currents are expressed by of the distinguishability matrix. The columns of V are the i-

genvectors of D to be -applied as optimal excitation patterns.

V = [R,(cr) + R.] C, (39) The distinguishability matrix defined in Eq. 42) has ei-

where R,(or), R. and C, are the phantom resistance matrix, the genvalues; ranging between a maximum and minimum value,
all being equal or greater than zero as

series resistor transfer impedance matrix (a diagonal matrix
which includes the resistors used for current measurements) A > A > > A2 (43)
and the electrode current matrix, respectively. The data ac- 1 2 E-

quired to reconstructed images is a set of excitation currents of where each sorted eigenvalue corresponds to one of the E - I
electrodes, for P excitation patterns, and their response on the independent excitation patterns (computed eigenvectors of the
E electrodes. The source voltages are known Walsh function distinguishability matrix). These excitation patterns contribute
patterns. Therefore, the relationship between measured elec- to the necessary information with a distinguishability value.
trode voltages and currents is expressed by For example, the excitation pattern corresponding to k, pro-

V = R,(cr) C, (Zw) videsthehighestdistinguishability, andthesecondcorrespond-
ing to A2 provides the second highest distinguishability, and so

From circuit theory, the system of equations is not solvable un- on.

less a reference voltage is introduced. We do this by grounding 6.6 Optimal Excitation Patterns
one electrode obtaining an (E - (E - equation sys-
tem for each excitation. We wish to maximize d in Eq. 29), for a given iaging

system to improve our ability to see small targets in insensitive
If the superscript *" is used to define a reference point in the regions. Tis is accomplished by increasing the voltage differ-
matrices, the calculation of phantom resistance matrix can be ences in Eq. 29) which may be accomplished by increaing the
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current density or electrode area with obvious limitations. A- 6.7 Usine Walsh Excitation Patterns

ternatively, one can excite the phantom in a manner which opti- In general, it is appears desirable that the boundary elec-

mizes the distinguishability by varying the current applied trodes are excited by independent current sources and the re-
around the boundary. This has he effect of forcing more current sponse is measured by a voltmeter on the electrodes[25, 271.

through insensitive regions. The problem is thus reduced to For each target geometry there is an optimal current pattern, re-

finding the optimal conditions to maximize distinguishability. lated to the eigenvectors of the impedance network. When these

Isaacson showed that: eigenvectors are applied as independent current sources for

each electrode, the best distinguishability is achieved. Howev-

d_ = max 1 VW V2U) 11 <_ maxA(AR,) (44) er, this is not practical for high speed systems having framing
J rates of, say I 00 per second for flow imaging,. his is ecause

accurate current sources do not have sufficiently fast response

where the A are eigenvalues of the matrix formed as the differ- time to allow variable amplitude patterns to be applied using

ence between the resistance matrix of the target case and that time scales on the order of microseconds or tens of microse-

of the homogeneous reference case, R,. conds.

Applying this definition to the inequality expression in Eq. 34) To simplify the measurement system and allow our meth-
for current excitation shows that any arbitrary current pattern ods to be directly applicable to high speed systems, we used in-

applied by C, corresponds to a distinguishability value dc dependent voltage patterns by a single voltage source. There-
which is less than the maximum unless the current pattern cho- fore, each excitation pattern is represented by +I and - . One

sen corresponds to the eigenvectors of matrix R,, possibility for these type of independent vectors is the Walsh
functions set. Woo 26) previously reported that the Walsh cur-

rent patterns increase the distinguishability in their experi-
d,, AR, U_1, (45) ments. This is because the Walsh functions include both low

and high frequency spatial variations and correspond to the op-

where A_ = max AR,). timal set for the lowest frequency eigenvectors.

If the number of electrodes is represented by integer pow-
In the case of voltage excitation, the optimal excitation patterns ers of 2 (i.e., E = 2. The applied excitation matrix can be

are the eigenvectors of GP, and maximum distinguishability chosen as the columns of the Walsh-Hadamard matrix H

for voltage excitation patterns are obtained by whose columns are ordered Walsh functions. The Hadamard

matrix is a symmetric E E matrix with H H = 2 1. In the

d,,_ = Z_l = rnaxA(AGd. (46) experiments, only E - I Walsh functions with zero average

are applied to satisfy Kirchhoff's current-

Note that foroptimal excitation, the phantom resistance orcon- 7. SENSITMTY
ductance matrices are required.

7.1 Electrode Modelini!

The specific case originally considered was for current excita- Two types of electrode models are used in the design of the

tion where the L2 norm of he current vector is maintained test phantoms: rod electrodes; plate electrodes. It has been

constant 1 I 1 - ' ,12, is constant). Woo 26], Cheney and found that increasing the current flow in electrical impedance

Isaacson 27], Gisser et al. 28] and Isaacson 25] demonstrated imaging increases the accuracy and sensitivity of the results

collectively for a circular target at the center of a circular field (30-33). Since plate electrodes have significantly more surface

the optimal eigenvectors were sin k and cos k8. Where other area than do rod electrodes, identical current flow will lead to
restrictions apply such as the case where total input current or much higher potential gradients adjacent to the rods han for

perhaps total input power are limited, other eigenvectors maxi- plates. This also exacerbates the insensitivity of the central re-

mize the distinguishability of the central target (c.f. Eyuboglu gion of the phantom relative to regions near the electrodes. Rod

and Pilkington 291). In the former case, for instance, diametri- electrodes can easily be modelled by the FEM as point current

cally opposed current injection gives better results than the ei- injection but numerous small elements immediately adjacent to

genvectors suggested by Isaacson 25] and demonstrated by the electrodes are required to accurately model the sharp gradi-
Gisser et al. 28) whereas Cheney and Isaacson showed with entS.
constant power the differenced between optimal sin and cosine
patterns on the one hand and cross or adjacent patterns on the We model plate electrodes by adding an external domain

other is not great 27). to that in which the conductivity distribution is found (Fig.
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Fig ure 1 5. Co mpahson of rod-electrode sens" to changes in the central conductivity with plate-electrodes. (a) Flod electrode m odel; (b) Plate
electrode model.

electrode of the Plexiglass spacers is negligibly low even compared with

current the liquid in the phantom. Thus, we model the plate electrodes
spacer in the additional layer as admittance elements using approxi-

mately the order of conductivity for the stainless steel and by
shunting the finite element mesh nodes an the plate electrode
geometry as shown in Fig. 14(b). The spacers are similarly
modeledas infinite resistance elements thus having no shunting
conductance elements. The model thus distributes injected cur-

#z rent across the electrode nodes at constant voltage.
finite element domain

(a) 7.2 Sensitivii1y of the Red and Plate Electrode Models

current There are several characteristics to which images are sensi-
tive. These include sensitivity to conductivity changes, sensi-
tivity to the model itself and the type of electrodes which are
used, and sensitivity to changes in the numerical structure in-
cluding such things as the number of elements used to under-
take the computations. These shall be discussed in turn.

7.2.1 Sensitivitytoconductivitychanges.Thevariationofthe

(b) sensitivity with the conductivity of the perturbed element is

Figure 14. Modeling plate electrodes on a finite element mesh: (a) shown in Fig. 15. For small perturbations of the conductivity in
the approximate range of 0 I to IO times the original value, the

finite element discretization, plate electrodes and spacer elements
on the phantom surface; (b) plate electrodes are represented by sensitivity variation is nearly linear. For larger perturbations,
conductance elements shunting FE nodes on plate electrodes. however, the variations bcomes highly nonlinear approaching

a limit value in both increasing or decreasing direction of alao.
This is understandable in view of the ill conditioning of the

14a) The conductivities of the conductance elements in the ex- sensitivity matrix where eigenvalues may differ by
ternal layer are assumed to be known during the inverse solu- six-or-more orders-of-magnitude. This also explains wy the
tion procedure. However, they need to be considered in the for- iterative inverse calculations of conductivity values do not
ward solution. The conductivity value of stainless steel is very converge to their real values for pure insulator or pure
high, in the order of 106 (Qm)-' while the conductivity value conductor targets but, rather, produce contrast ratios (ratios of
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Figure 16. Sensitiv4toanorder-of-magnitudeconducliv4changeinthecenUalefementwithcorner-to-comerpairexcdation: (a) rodelectrode;
lb) plate electrode phantom.
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Figure 17. Variation of electrode sensftivityclue tomeshrefinement.(a) Rodelectrodemodel, toptobottorn W,16:xI6, 2424, 32x32 element

mesh; (b) Plate electrode model, top to bottom 110, 22x22, and x33 element mesh.

mediaconductivities) whichcanbesignificantlylowerthanthe injected into the model for a given overall potential applied,

true cases. thereby increasing the overall sensitivity still further.

7.2.2 Model sensitivity. Fig. 16. gives a comparison of the 7.2.3 Effects of finite element discreteness. The effects

boundary voltage variations for rod and plate electrodes when element size has also been investigated. Using coarse mesh

the conductivity of the central element in a square, results in a discreteness error in the solution predominantly

homogeneous model is varied by an ordeT-of-magnitude. The because the steep gradients near electrodes are improperly

maximum sensitivity for both models is near the excited modeled. In Fig. 17 the variation of sensitivity on the boundary

electrodes. his is because the potential gradient is highest in is shown as the mesh is refined. The results show that the

these regions. From these and he previous results we can say sensitivity slowly converges to a limit as the mesh is refined for

that the plate electrode model is more than twice as sensitive as the rod electrode model. On the other hand, this convergence

the rod electrode model for single pair electrode excitations. for the plate electrode model is so rapid that using 22 x 22 mesh

Furthermore, since the plate-electrode geometry provides does not yield a significantly different result than that of 33 x 33

much more current injection surface, more current can be mesh.
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8. SUMMARY The sensitivities of two basic geometric models were
compared showing that a model with plate electrodes is signifi-
cantly more sensitive to internal perturbations than one with rod

This paper has summarized he basic electrical impedance electrodes, predominantly due to the reduction in potential gra-

imaging system as an extension of the YWT-algorithrn [5-1 0) dients adjacent to the electrodes and to the ability to inject more

which should be capable of imaging gas-liquid flow systems current with the same potential excitation and medium conduc-

once the necessary electronics is developed. This model in- tivity. Thus the plate--electrode model is expected to povide

volves a finite element approach where the perturbations in ele- much less spurious noise in the computation and clearer
ment conductivity are computed in a manner which iteratively -
yield minimum least-square global error between computed images. We also have demonstrated hat the plate electrode

and measured boundary response to an excitation. We have also model with a 22 x 22 mesh is reasonably converged insofar as

shown that we can calculate the Hessian matrix directly without computed boundary voltage variations are concerned. There

resorting to direct computation of the sensitivity Jacobian, appears to be little reason to include more elements in a plate-
electrode imaging model based on recLangularelements. On the

thereby reducing computational resources by an order of mag- other hand, a rod--electrode geometry has significant changes

nitude. We have shown that tWs global error of the converged occurring as the number of elements is increased even fr a 32
image increases as the 2.5 power of the rms boundary noise lev- x 32 square--element model.
el but even a I% rms error in measurement and smallamounts

of noise yield little distortion in the image. 9. ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
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